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Abstract— An estimated 26.3 million students enrolled in
Indian higher education in 2018-19 and nearly 9 million
graduates annually. A student, whether he is a high school
student or an undergraduate, or maybe a postgraduate,
generates a lot of certificates that may include results, diplomas,
or transcripts during this entire duration of studies. For
admission, students need to produce these certificates in
institutions or companies. Tracking these certificates and
validating their authenticity manually becomes a tedious job.
The absence of an appropriate anti-forge system leads to a
scenario where it is found that the graduation certificate is
forged. To make the data more secure and safe, everything
needs to be digitalized with the principle of Confidentiality,
Reliability, and Availability. All of these can be achieved with a
technology named Blockchain. Briefly, the flow of our system
will consist of a Certificate issuer who will generate certificates
and those certificates will be validated by a panel within that
organization before being sent to a student. Each certificate will
have a unique hash key which can be used to validate the
authenticity of the certificate by any organization through the
portal. The benefit of such a system is that the student also faces
less risk of losing or damaging a certificate and the validation of
the certificate can also be done quite easily.
Keywords— Digital Certificates, Blockchain, IPFS, Certificate
Generation and Verification.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In India, the basic structure of a student's studies goes like
taking admission in kindergarten, after that changing of school
for primary, secondary, and high school studies. Now, after
completing high school students, need to get admission into
junior college. For graduation, there's also once again
changing of college. This is the basic cycle for student's study
years. After this, some students continue to pursue higher
studies.
So the problem with this cycle is that a student needs to
produce all his certificates in each stage for validation. This
poses a risk of losing and damaging the certificate. And it is
tedious for the validator to authenticate each certificate.
With such a huge population in our country, almost every
year 26.3 million students graduate. It is very hard to keep
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track and validate such a huge amount of records. Due to this,
an unwanted scenario rises i.e. tampering and production of
fake or duplicate certificates. There are a lot of hidden
agencies in our country who are running this scam behind
everyone's back. Technology has moved quite forward until
now. Distinguishing between a fake and an original certificate
will require a lot of concentration and result in wastage of
precious time.
For removing this disadvantage, a technology named
Blockchain comes into our life as a savior. So why to use
Blockchain? Because the data in a Blockchain cannot be
changed under realistic conditions. Even if data is changed, it
just takes a second to let us know about the tampering. In
Blockchain a data or a node is validated only when multiple
parties approve it. So, the system would be Reliable and
Authenticated at any instance of time.
Now, the issue of tampering is solved. The next issue that
comes into the picture is time consumption for validation. The
system that we will be building will not only validate the
certificates but also generate certificates. So it is like killing
two birds with one stone. As everything is automated, it takes
mere seconds to validate the document.
Since everything will be stored digitally, a student doesn't
need to worry about losing or damaging the certificate in the
process of validation. This proposed system not only removes
the loopholes in our current system but also gives us an
effective and concrete solution.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The project focuses on building an immutable certificate
generation as well as a validation system. For this, we have
referred few previously published papers and works of the
various individual in this field. Our Literature Survey mainly
focused on Blockchain Technology, an advanced Storage
System, and Digital Certificate Validations.
Our first paper was titled, An Overview of Blockchain
Technology [1] which provided in-depth knowledge regarding
Blockchain. It introduced various terms regarding this
technology and the most important concept called a smart
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contract. In the Blockchain, the hash of the data is stored in its
preceding block, and it forms a long chain of nodes. If data is
changed, its hash will change, and it won't match with the
hash value stored in the previous block and hence letting us
know about the tampering of data.
The second paper was titled, Blockchain and Smart
Contract for Digital Certificate [2]. Their design consisted of 3
actors. First, there were institutions, second being the students,
and last the service provider. The drawback of their method
was that they were using 'one hash as a key', which makes it
publicly accessible once they have the hash.
Moving onto our next paper, Tamper Proof Birth
Certificate [3]. Similar to the second paper their design was
almost the same except they were running the AES algorithm
and storing the data in the IPFS. Their system was explicitly
for Birth Certificates. The drawback that was seen was that the
original document was never stored anywhere nor it had the
functionality to generate the certificates online.
For solving the issue of document storage, we researched a
separate paper which was titled, BlockIPFS (Blockchainenabled Interplanetary File System for Forensic and Trusted
Data Traceability) [4]. This paper introduced us to the
knowledge of IPFS and how to integrate it with Blockchain.
They compared traditional IPFS with Blockchain with IPFS,
and the results displayed that BlockIPFS won in most
categories, such as upload transaction, read transaction, and
Download transactions.
The Final Paper was a Blockchain-Based Identity
Verification Model [5]. Similar to the second and third paper
their system consisted of an Issuing Authority who will
generate the document, a hashing algorithm works over it, and
its value is stored. Since other systems had public hash keys,
they increased security by using asymmetric encryption.
III.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. Modules
1) Blockchain: Blockchain can better be understood as an
immutable database and laid the foundation of the whole
project. It provides a trusted environment where actions have
done are visible and can’t be tampered with.
2) Ethereum: Ethereum is a decentralized open-source
Blockchain featuring smart contract functionality. Ethereum
is itself the best example of Blockchain and its a
cryptocurrency system which is the most widely used and is
the next expensive cryptocurrency after bitcoin.
3) SmartContract: Smart contracts piece of code that runs
on a Blockchain when a user performs some action. A Smart
contract is written in many different languages including lowlevel languages like C++, Java, and high-level languages like
Solidity which is closely similar to Typescript.
4) Solidity: Solidity is an object-oriented programming
language for writing smart contracts. It is used for
implementing smart contracts on various Blockchain
platforms, most notably, Ethereum. It is closely similar to
Typescript but with more specific data types.
5) Ethash: Ethash is the proof-of-work function in
Ethereum-based Blockchain currencies. It is a hash function
belonging to the Keccak family, the same family to which the
SHA-3 hash functions belong to. However, Ethash is not an
SHA- 3 function, and should not be confused with them.
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6) IPFS: The InterPlanetary File System is a peer-to-peer
network for storing and sharing data in a distributed file
system. IPFS uses content-addressing to uniquely identify
each file in a global namespace connecting all computing
devices.
7) Metamask: MetaMask is an extension for accessing
Ethereum enabled distributed applications or ”Dapps” in your
browser. The extension injects the Ethereum web3 API into
every website’s javascript context so that Dapps can read
from the blockchain.
8) Ganache: Ganache is used for testing Solidity
contracts on a personal Ethereum Blockchain. It by default
provides an easy setup for spinning up a network with around
ten users with each having 100 eths on their account. These
accounts can be used to mimic the transactions between the
users.
9) Truffle: Truffle provides easy compilation, linking,
deployment, and binary management of smart contracts
written in solidity language.
10) Rinkeby: Rinkeby provides an Ethereum test
network which is used by developers to test their code and
perform some actions. It just provides an environment that
works on proof of authority, unlike ethereum which works on
proof of work.
11) Node JS: Node JS is used to write backends and is
responsible for serving frontend pages, assets and managing
user authentication using JWT(Json Web Token). It also has
web3 as a dependency which allows us to run solidity code
on frontend.
12) React: React is used to write our frontend and serves
a purpose of providing a better user experience in the
frontend for the end user as it provides functionality like no
page reload on page switch and fast loading of sites. Keeping
security in mind we have added Next.js which compiles and
saves html pages in the backend and provides fast user
experience along with better SEO for react pages and security
as it doesn’t reveal any backend details on the user end.
13) MongoDb: MongoDB is the type of NoSql database
and is used to store details about Users and their
authentication saved in an encrypted format and about their
session details.
B. Project Description
For the loopholes in our current methodologies, we have
proposed our system which will automatically generate
certificates as well as validates them. The data will be
authenticated, reliable and unchangeable. The entire process
is thoroughly described in the upcoming sections.

Fig 1. Workflow of the System
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1) System Design and Working
Our proposed solution offers ease of determining
whether a document is authentic or not and also checking the
integrity and originality with the help of distributed
technologies like IPFS and Ethereum smart contracts. The
above figure shows how users interact with smart contracts.
The participants which interacts with our smart contract are
as follows:
a) College: College acts as a Certificate issuing
authority. This entity can be any organization that wants to
issue a certificate. College or Certificate issuing authority
only has the right to issue one or more certificates in the
system. It will also include a phase where the College will
generate certificates after validating and authorizing the
details.
b) Student: Students will be able to download and view
digital documents. Students also receive the hash regarding
the document issued for him, which in the future can be used
to access the document and verify it.
c) Company: Company will be the user who will have
access to regarding originality, authenticity, and integrity of
the documents with the help of the digital signature of the
document.
Initially, the college i.e. the Certificate issuing authority
will feed in the Certificate Template. After that, the issuer
will fill in the details required to generate a document.
Grabbing those details, the data will be appended to a
predefined certificate template.
After that, a preview of the document will be generated. If
the Issuer feels the document is perfect, he will click on the
‘Approve’ button.
After clicking on the Approve Button and storing the data,
there are a lot of things that happen. Let us see what actually
happens. First, the document data is gathered, and it is
appended in a bit array. Now IPFS is given this data, and it
applies its hashing algorithm. This hash generated is stored in
the IPFS along with the original Document.
IPFS now passes this data to the Blockchain. Now the
issuer needs to approve the generation charges in Metamask.
After that, this hash is stored in the Blockchain and cannot be
changed under normal circumstances. Even if by any chance
the data is changed, the other nodes in the Blockchain will
notify.
Now the Student can send this hash or his digital
certificate on his certificate to various organizations. The
issuer can either upload this document or type in the hash
key. The System will respond whether the document was
legit or not.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The backbone of any blockchain project is its contract,
contract is a code that runs on an ethereum node. This code is
written in Solidity Language which is a high-level language
which is derived from Javascript and strongly typed languages
and is mainly used to write contracts. The code mostly
contains
two
contracts
file
Migration.sol
and
‘Certification.sol’. The migration.sol is the default solidity file
that comes along with ethereum setup and contains code about
how transactions should happen and keeping track of
transactions. The Certification.sol file contains the main code
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of the system and consists of ‘generateCertificate()’ and
‘isVerified()’. generateCertificate takes information and details
which are to be included in the certificate. The isVerified()
function takes a hash as an input which it uses to check if the
hash is associated with any document or not. If the function
will be original the function will return boolean value True
denoting the hash is associated with a verified block else will
return false which lets the user know that the document has
been tampered.

Fig 2. Storing IPFS Hash on Blockchain

The Certification.sol file contains a struct Certificate
which will be the structure of our data block. This provides a
blueprint for the data to be stored in the ethereum block. This
contains a byte32 ipfs_hash which is associated with the
generated document and will be used further for verifying the
originality of the document. Others are the details needed to
be included in the Certificate.
These solidity files are once written can be compiled on
platforms like Remix IDE online which understands how to
compile Solidity. Here Truffle compiles the solidity and
converts the given solidity files to something called abis. This
contains the machine code of the solidity functions and based
on the computation and space consumption, the cost of the
transaction is determined. These files will generally after
compilation and execution have the same name as the solidity
file name but with JSON extension. This JSON file is then
used to create a web3 instance of executing solidity code on
ethereum blockchain.
The next most important part of the system is IPFS( Inter
Planetary File System ) which is used to upload documents.
Since it's distributed in nature and no single user stores the
document the uploaded documents are secured and can be
accessed with the help of hash. Each node in the IPFS system
will have a part of the file hence no one can have access to a
document at a time.

Fig 3. Adding generated Document to IPFS

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Following are some of our implementation results:
A. RegistrationA user, whether he is a student or teacher, or validator
needs to register themselves first on the portal. The teacher
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i.e. the Certificate issuer will only be able to generate
certificates. The Student can download his/her Document,
and the Validator will be able to validate and view the
document. So each actor has their own features and doesn't
have access to the features they do not need.
Once a User is registered he/she will now be able to access
the system from the login window. If the credentials entered
match the registration credentials which was stored in
MongoDB, the user will be logged in, or else an error will be
thrown.
Fig. 7. Filling of details for generating Certificate

A preview will be generated for the Document. If the
issuer approves it the IPFS will run its hashing algorithm and
store it. The same hash will be forwarded to Blockchain Node
and the issuer needs to approve the Document Generation
charges in Metamask and it will be saved in the Blockchain.

Fig. 4. Registration Page

Fig. 8. MetaMask Notification for Payment charges of generating Certificate

The document will be generated with its unique ID printed
at the bottom of the document.
Fig. 5. Login Page

B. Certificate IssuerThe Certificate issuer has two options to generate
certificate. Either to fill in details in a form to generate a
single certificate or to upload a CSV to make certificates in
bulk.

Fig. 9. Unique ID of the generated Certificate at the bottom

After successful generation of certificate the respective
student is sent a mail with their certificate id and a link to
view a certificate.

Fig. 6. Two Options for Generation of Certificate

The Certificate issuer will first be asked to feed in their
certificate template. Depending upon the number of fields the
issuer will be asked to fill in the data of the respective fields.
Our system will grab that data and append it to the preinserted template.

Fig 10. Mail sent to a student
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C. ValidatorThe Validator is the organization's authority who will need
to validate the originality of the document when a student
comes for admission. He will have two options – Validate
using uploading document, Validate by entering ID.

Fig. 14. An invalid Certificate ID being rejected

2) Validate by Uploading DocumentAnother option for the validator is to directly upload
the document to the system. The document's data is
hashed and matched with the hash stored in IPFS and
depending on the matching output is forwarded i.e.
Valid or Invalid.
Fig. 11. Two Options for Verification

1) Validate using IDThe authority can insert or type in the unique ID for
the document which he wants to validate. If the ID
matches the ID stored in the BLockchain a preview
of the Document is generated along with basic
details. If a fake ID is given an error is raised.
Fig. 15. Successful Verification of Document by Uploading the
Document

3) Tampering the DocumentNow let us try to do a live example. We are
tampering with the document generated by the
system. The name 'Devdoot Maji' is changed to 'Yash
Raut' by illegal means. Now the system tries to match
the document and it classifies it as invalid. This
solves the problem of fake documents.
Fig. 12. ID input being given for validation

Fig. 13. Successful Verification of Document generates
preview and prints the data
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Fig. 16. Student Name is changed from 'Devdoot Maji' to 'Yash
Raut' through illegal means
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